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In-air measurements of photon beam properties, used in radiation therapy, is common practice for
determining radiation output dependence from the field size, known as head scatter factors (HSF).
PMMA and brass build-up caps are most popular miniphantoms for providing electron equilibrium.
Discrepancies up to 2 in HSF measurements by different combinations of detectors and equilibrium
caps have been published 1-3]. One of the main reasons of those discrepancies is the detector system
spectral sensitivity and differences in pmary and scatter radiation spectra. In the light of new model
based dose calculation methods direct radiation fluence measurement is of great interest. So,
understanding of detector spectral sensitivity is important task for modem dosimetry of radiation
therapy.

In the present study Monte Carlo (MC) method was employed to calculate ionization chamber
response to monoenergetic photon fluences, normalized to water kenna uits. Simulation was done
using EGS4 package. Electron transport was performed with ESTEPE equal to 4. PEGS cross
sections were generated for maximal energy 20 M eV with cutoff kinetic energy 10 KeV both for
photons and electrons.

Scanditronix RK-05 ionization chamber was chosen as a prototype. Eight cylindrical miniphantoms,
representing four materials (PMMA, Al, Cu, Pb) and two front wall thickness, were simulated.
Results are presented in the Fig. . Miniphantom front wall thicknesses in each case are shown in the
figure. Diameter depends on the material and equal respectively: PMMA - 4 Al - 25, Cu - 1.5, and
PB - .5 cm. Ionization chamber outer diameter is equal to 07 cm.

Detector sensitivity has considerable energy dependence. Two effects explain it. First is the radiation
attenuation the miniphantom. Second is pair production, which dominates in high atomic number
miniphantoms for energies above MeV. Depending on the miniphantorn material detector response
changes from 1.5 to times in the energy range from 0.5 to 20 MeV. Correct radiation fluence
measurement requires knowledge of spectral variations in the measurement conditions. This
information is not normally available. However, MC based dose calculation methods and radiation
source models for them assume some spectra. So, in-air profile scans can be used for source model
commissioning.
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Fig. 1. Ionization chamber with build-up cap energy response, expressed in units of the photon
fluence water kenna. Graph labels indicate cap front wall thickness.
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